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Dear Educator,

Meet some rock stars—Ayres
Rock, Stonehenge, and fos-
sils—and other rocks on the

third rock from the sun (that’s Earth!)
with KIDS DISCOVER Rocks! Your
young geologists will enjoy learning
about the fascinating topics at right.

This Teacher’s Guide is filled with
activity ideas and blackline masters 
to help your students enjoy and learn
more from Rocks. Select or adapt 
the activities that suit your students’
needs best. 

Thank you for making KIDS DISCOVER
a part of your classroom. 

Sincerely, 

KIDS DISCOVER

P.S. We would love to hear from you! 
E-mail your comments and ideas to
teachers@kidsdiscover.com

P A G E S WHAT ’S  IN  ROCKS

2–3 Rolling Stones
What is a rock? Plus, a diagram of the rock cycle

4–5 Third Rock from the Sun
The layers of the Earth and its major tectonic plates

6–7 Tools and Tombs
How rocks and minerals shape our lives

8–9 Gemstones are Forever
Precious stones, absolute hardness, and Mohs Scale

10–11 Stonehenge
A vibrant photograph of Stonehenge in Wilshire, England

12–13 Bones of Stones
How are fossils formed and where do you find them?

14–15 Catch a Falling Star
Moon rocks, meteors, and the debate over the cause of
the dinosaurs’ extinction

16–17 Rock Stars
Famous rocks and birthstone gems

18–19 Student Activities
Make a pet rock and design gemstone jewelry, plus an
acrostic, resources, and more

Meet ing the  Standards
✔ Earth and Space Science
– National Science Education Standards

✔ Visit www.kidsdiscover.com/standards
to find out more about how KIDS
DISCOVER meets state and national
standards.

Teacher’s Guide
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Discuss ion

To get students thinking about how this topic
relates to their interests and lives, ask: 

✔Does anyone have a rock collection or ever looked at
different types of rocks? Why do you think people 
collect rocks? What are some differences in the rocks?

✔What are some questions you have about rocks?

Concept  map

Explain to students that
they will be reading

Rocks. Ask: What are some
words that are related to rocks?
List students’ responses on
the board. (See box below for
some terms they may sug-
gest.) After creating a list, ask

students to group the words into categories, such as
Types of Rocks or Famous Rocks Create a concept
map by writing Rocks on the board and circling it.
Write the categories around the circle and draw lines
between the ideas to show connections. Then write
the words from the list around the appropriate cate-
gories. Encourage students to add more words to the
concept map as they read Rocks.

Get Set to Read 
(Anticipation Guide)

Copy and distribute the Get Set to Read black-
line master (page 3 of this Teacher’s Guide).

Explain to students that this Anticipation Guide will
help them find out what they know and what
misconceptions they have about the topic. Get Set
to Read is a list of statements—some true, some
false. Ask students to write whether they think
each statement is true or false in the Before
Reading column. Be sure to tell students that it is
not a test and they will not be graded on their
answers. The activity can be completed in a vari-
ety of ways for differentiated instruction: 

◆ Have students work on their own or in small
groups to complete the entire page.

◆ Assign pairs of students to focus on two state-
ments and to become “experts” on these topics.

◆ Ask students to complete the Before Reading col-
umn on their own, and then tabulate the class’s
answers on the chalkboard, on an overhead
transparency, or on your classroom computer. 

◆ Review the statements orally with the entire class.

If you predict that students will need assistance
finding the answers, complete the Page Number
column before copying Get Set to Read.

Prev iew

Distribute Rocks and model how to preview it.
Examine titles, headings, words in boldface type,

pictures, charts, and captions. Then have students
add new information to the Concept Map. If stu-
dents will only be reading a few pages at one sit-
ting, preview only the selected pages.
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PREREADING ACTIVIT IES

K E Y T E R M S
✔ sedimentary
✔ igneous
✔ metamorphic
✔ magma
✔ birthstone
✔ minerals

✔ fossil
✔ meteor
✔ tectonic plates
✔ Blarney Stone
✔ Ayres Rock (Uluru)
✔ Friedrich Mohs

B efore distr ibut ing KIDS DISCOVER Rocks , act ivate students’
pr ior knowledge and set a purpose for reading with these

act iv i t ies.

BE WORD WISE WITH POWER VOCABULARY!

You have exclusive access to additional resources including Power
Vocabulary blackline masters for every available KIDS DISCOVER
title! These activities introduce students to 15 specialized and

general-use vocabulary words from each KiDS DISCOVER title. Working
with both types of words helps students develop vocabulary, improve
comprehension, and read fluently. Follow the links from your Teacher’s
Toolbox CD-ROM and find your title to access these valuable resources:

ROCKS 2© KIDS DISCOVER

◆ Vocabulary cards

◆ Crossword puzzle

◆ Word find

◆ Matching

◆ Cloze sentences

◆ Dictionary list
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Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Get Set to Read
What do you know about rocks? In Before Reading, write true if you think the statement is

true. Write false if you think the statement is not true. Then read KIDS DISCOVER Rocks. Check
back to find out if you were correct. Write the correct answer and the page number where you
found it. 

CHALLENGE: Rewrite each false sentence in a way that makes it true. 

1. The three categories of rocks are
organic, inorganic, and radioactive.

2. Every mineral forms crystals with
specific shapes.

3. Metamorphic rocks form when heat
and pressure cause rocks to go
through a change.

4. The Himalaya Mountains were
formed when two tectonic plates col-
lided violently.

5. Limestone comes from fossilized
zooplankton and phytoplankton that
were transformed by pressure and
heat over millions of years.

6. Silver, which is naturally magnetic,
was used to magnetize iron compass
needles.

7. Because they are so hard, diamonds
can scratch every other mineral.

8. Fossils are formed when minerals
replace the tissues of dead animals
and turn them to rock.

9. The huge impact crater off the coast
of Mexico was probably made by a
nuclear explosion.

10. Uluru, the world’s largest rock, is
two miles long and one mile wide.

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

Before Reading After Reading Page Number
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Pages 2–3
✔What are some rocks that you see or use every day?

Pages 4–5 
✔Have you ever seen an active or dormant volcano?

Where was it? What did it look like?

✔Have you ever been in an earthquake? What was it
like? 

Pages 6–7
In the Stone Age, most tools and weapons were

made of rocks. Then people began mixing together
copper and tin and made weapons and tools out of
bronze. Ask: 

✔How do you think using bronze weapons and tools
rather than those made of stone changed the way of
life for the people in this time?

Pages 6–7
Several uses of rocks are described and pictured

on pages 6–7. Ask: 

✔Which use of rocks most surprised you? What are
some other uses of rock?

Pages 8–9
Diamonds are expensive, in part because they are

rare. Today, some people buy artificial gems instead
of real ones. The two stones can look identical. Ask: 

✔Why do you think someone might want to buy a
“real” diamond, for example, when an artificial one
looks exactly like the real one?

Pages 8–9
✔Would you like to be a miner and mine for precious

gems? Why or why not?

Pages 10–11
Stonehenge, in southern England, is featured on

pages 10 and 11. Ask: 

✔Has anyone visited
Stonehenge? What
did it look like?
How did you feel
when you were
there?

Pages 12–13
Geologists study the physical and chemical

nature of Earth. Ask: 

✔Would you like to be a geologist? 

✔What kinds of things do you think a geologist does? 

✔What qualities do you think a good geologist needs
to have?

Pages 12–13
Paleontologists are

dinosaur scientists.
Ask: 

✔Would you like to be
a paleontologist?
Why? 

✔Why do you think
some people are fas-
cinated by
dinosaurs?

Pages 12–13
The Grand Canyon offers a unique look into the

past. Ask: 

✔Has anyone been to the Grand Canyon? What did it
look like? Did you notice the different rock layers?

Pages 14–15
✔Have you seen a meteor shower? What did it look like?

Pages 14–15
Astronauts have brought back moon rocks, which

have given us information about how and when the
moon was formed. Ask: 

✔Do you think it’s important to know how and when
the moon was formed? Why or why not?

Pages 16–17
Have students look at the bottom of page 17 and

find their birthstones. Ask: 

✔Do you like your birthstone? Which stone is your
favorite? Why?

All pages
After students read the issue, ask: 

✔What are some things you found out about rocks
that you didn’t know before?
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DISCUSSION & WRITING QUESTIONS

Use the fo l lowing quest ions  as  ora l  d iscuss ion s tar ters  or  for
journa l ing.  For  addi t iona l  in -c lass  d iscuss ion and wr i t ing  

quest ions ,  adapt  the  quest ions  on the  read ing comprehens ion
black l ine  masters  on pages  5 and 6.

Add KOIDS
DISCOVER
issues and

a class set of 
blackline masters
to your substitute
teacher folder for

when you are
absent.

ROCKS 4© KIDS DISCOVER
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It’s in the Reading
After reading KIDS DISCOVER Rocks, choose the best answer for each question. 

Fill in the circle.

1. All of the following are formed from minerals except _____.
❍ A. fingernails
❍ B. gypsum
❍ C. marble
❍ D. quartz

2. Igneous rock forms when _____.
❍ A. heat and pressure change rocks from one form to another
❍ B. a chemical reaction dissolves limestone deposits
❍ C. tiny bits of rock are pressed together
❍ D. magma or lava cools and hardens

3. Earthquakes usually occur along fault lines because _____.
❍ A. these are where tectonic plates are moving
❍ B. glaciers move along fault lines, creating friction
❍ C. there are no volcanoes in these areas to relieve the buildup of 

pressure underground
❍ D. Earth’s core is hotter directly under fault lines

4. Rocks have been used for art in all of the following ways except ____.
❍ A. to make paint
❍ B. to drill for oil
❍ C. as material for carving
❍ D. to coat photographic film

Find your answers on the pages shown in the book icon next to each question.

Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

2  3

2  3

4  5

6  7

5. One opinion about gemstones is ____.
❍ A. The Cullinan was the largest diamond ever found
❍ B. Artificial diamonds are used to make saws and drill bits
❍ C. Rubies are more beautiful than diamonds
❍ D. Topaz is softer than diamond

8  9
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7. In a canyon like the Grand Canyon, the oldest rock layers are usually
_____.

❍ A. very difficult to identify
❍ B. the lightest color
❍ C. those that contain the most fossils
❍ D. those deepest in the canyon

10. What is the most important use of rocks today? Why?
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

10 11    

It’s in the Reading (continued)

ROCKS  6© KIDS DISCOVER

8. The following event that happened first is _____.
❍ A. Luis and Walter Alvarez developed a theory about the mass extinction 

of dinosaurs
❍ B. A space rock the size of Mount Everest slammed into what is now 

Mexico’s east coast, causing the dinosaurs to die
❍ C. A 15,000-ton meteorite crashed into Canyon Diablo in Arizona
❍ D. A rocky object exploded in western Siberia with enough force to level 

trees in an area the size of New York City

12 13

14 15  

9. Sculptor Gutzon Borglum probably chose to carve the four presidents
that he did because _____.

❍ A. he was only able to find portraits of these four presidents
❍ B. they were all outspoken advocates for the arts
❍ C. they made important contributions to the nation during their terms 

in office
❍ D. no monuments have ever been made for any of them

16 17  

6. Archaeologists think Stonehenge may have been used _____.
❍ A. as a local marketplace
❍ B. as a burial mound
❍ C. as a park
❍ D. as an astronomical calendar
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Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Everything Visual
Diagrams, photographs, maps, and charts all tell a part of the story, but often in different ways.

Study the Rock Around the Rock Cycle diagram on page 3. Consider how this visual helps you
understand rocks better. Then answer the questions. 

1. What kinds of rocks can become sediment? What natural processes cause these rocks to
become sediment?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

2. What causes igneous rock or sedimentary rock to become metamorphic rock? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

3. Look at where igneous rock comes in the cycle. Why is fire-formed a good description for
igneous rock?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

4. What is the difference between sediment and sedimentary rock?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

5. Is it possible for magma to become sedimentary rock directly? Indirectly? Why or why not?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

6. Why are the processes shown in the diagram described as a cycle?

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

ROCKS  7© KIDS DISCOVER



Language Arts
Have students come up with as many expressions

as they can that include the word “rock” or
“stone,” such as “solid as a rock” or “like a rolling
stone.” Students should write the expressions on
the board and discuss what each expression means.
Each student should then select one phrase to illus-
trate. 

Geography,  Sc ience
Several “rock stars” are featured on pages 16 and

17 of the issue: Mount Rushmore; Ayer’s Rock; the
Blarney Stone; Kabba; the Rosetta Stone; and
Carlsbad Caverns. Have students mark each stone’s
location on a world map. Create a chart on the
board and write the “rock stars” along the side. Ask
students to come up with several questions they
would like to find out about the rocks and write
these questions along the top of the chart.
Questions may include “What type of rock is it
made of?” and “How big is the rock?” Then put stu-
dents in groups. Ask each group to research the
answers to the questions and fill in the class chart.
Ask students questions based on the information in
the chart.

Language Arts
Bring in several rocks of various sizes, textures,

and compositions. Have students contribute descrip-
tive words and phrases about the rocks. Students
can then write a poem about a rock or stone. The
poems may focus on what the rock looks like, where
it has been, how it is used, or another aspect of the
rock.

Math
On page 4, students

learn how many miles
wide Earth’s crust, man-
tle, outer core, and inner
core are. Have students
research how many feet
are in a mile and how to
convert miles to feet.
Students can then figure
out how many feet wide
the crust, mantle, outer
core, and inner core of
Earth are. 

Geography
Students can play “Name That Plate.” In the

game, one student says the name of a country, and
the class then refers to page 4 of the issue to figure
out the name of the plate in which the country is
found. For example, if a student names “Chile,” the
class would respond “South American plate.”

Socia l  Stud ies ,  Sc ience
Encourage students to find out the type of rock

that makes up your school, or a local building or
statue. Students may also want to research they type
of rock that was used to build famous buildings and
statues around the world, such as the pyramids, the
Parthenon, and the Lincoln Memorial.
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CROSS-CURRICULAR EXTENSIONS

H ave students  t ry  these act iv i t ies  to  expand the i r  knowledge
and interest  in  rocks .

ROCKS 8© KIDS DISCOVER
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Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Get Set to Read 
What do you know about rocks? In Before Reading, write true if you think the statement is

true. Write false if you think the statement is not true. Then read KIDS DISCOVER Rocks. Check
back to find out if you were correct. Write the correct answer and the page number where you
found it. 

CHALLENGE: Rewrite each false sentence in a way that makes it true. 

1. The three categories of rocks are
organic, inorganic, and radioactive
igneous, sedimentary, and 
metamorphic.

2. Every mineral forms crystals with
specific shapes.

3. Metamorphic rocks form when heat
and pressure cause rocks to go
through a change.

4. The Himalaya Mountains were
formed when two tectonic plates 
collided violently.

5. Limestone Petroleum comes 
from fossilized zooplankton and
phytoplankton that were transformed
by pressure and heat over millions 
of years.

6. Silver Lodestone, which is naturally
magnetic, was used to magnetize
iron compass needles.

7. Because they are so hard, diamonds
can scratch every other mineral.

8. Fossils are formed when minerals
replace the tissues of dead animals
and turn them to rock.

9. The huge impact crater off the coast
of Mexico was probably made by a
nuclear explosion comet or
asteroid.

10. Uluru, the world’s largest rock, is
two miles long and one mile wide.

          False        

          True         

          True         

          True         

          False        

          False        

          True        

          True         

          False        

          True         

           p. 2         

           p. 2         

           p. 3         

           p. 4         

           p. 6         

          p. 7          

          p. 8         

          p. 12        

      pp. 14–15     

          p. 17        

Before Reading After Reading Page Number

ANSWER KEY
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Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

It’s in the Reading
After reading KIDS DISCOVER Rocks, choose the best answer for each question. 

Fill in the circle.

Find your answers on the pages shown in the book icon next to each question.

ANSWER KEY

ROCKS  10© KIDS DISCOVER

1. All of the following are formed from minerals except _____.
● A. fingernails (draw conclusions) 
❍ B. gypsum
❍ C. marble
❍ D. quartz

2. Igneous rock forms when _____.
❍ A. heat and pressure change rocks from one form to another
❍ B. a chemical reaction dissolves limestone deposits
❍ C. tiny bits of rock are pressed together
● D. magma or lava cools and hardens (content vocabulary) 

3. Earthquakes usually occur along fault lines because _____.
● A. these are where tectonic plates are moving

(cause and effect) 
❍ B. glaciers move along fault lines, creating friction
❍ C. there are no volcanoes in these areas to relieve the buildup of 

pressure underground
❍ D. Earth’s core is hotter directly under fault lines

4. Rocks have been used for art in all of the following ways except ____.
❍ A. to make paint
● B. to drill for oil (main idea) 
❍ C. as material for carving
❍ D. to coat photographic film

2  3

2  3

4  5

6  7

5. One opinion about gemstones is ____.
❍ A. The Cullinan was the largest diamond ever found
❍ B. Artificial diamonds are used to make saws and drill bits
● C. Rubies are more beautiful than diamonds (fact and opinion)
❍ D. Topaz is softer than diamond

8  9



It’s in the Reading (continued)
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7. In a canyon like the Grand Canyon, the oldest rock layers are usually
_____.

❍ A. very difficult to identify
❍ B. the lightest color
❍ C. those that contain the most fossils
● D. those deepest in the canyon (summarize) 

10. What is the most important use of rocks today? Why?

10 11    

8. The following event that happened first is _____.
❍ A. Luis and Walter Alvarez developed a theory about the mass extinction 

of dinosaurs
● B. A space rock the size of Mount Everest slammed into what is now 

Mexico’s east coast, causing the dinosaurs to die (sequence) 
❍ C. A 15,000-ton meteorite crashed into Canyon Diablo in Arizona
❍ D. A rocky object exploded in western Siberia with enough force to level 

trees in an area the size of New York City

12 13

14 15  

9. Sculptor Gutzon Borglum probably chose to carve the four presidents
that he did because _____.

❍ A. he was only able to find portraits of these four presidents
❍ B. they were all outspoken advocates for the arts
● C. they made important contributions to the nation during their terms 

in office (draw conclusions)
❍ D. no monuments have ever been made for any of them

16 17  

6. Archaeologists think Stonehenge may have been used _____.
❍ A. as a local marketplace
❍ B. as a burial mound
❍ C. as a park
● D. as an astronomical calendar (details)

Answers will vary, but students should provide reasons for their
opinion. 



ANSWER KEY
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Name ____________________________________________ Date _________________

Everything Visual
Diagrams, photographs, maps, and charts all tell a part of the story, but often in different ways.

Study the Rock Around the Rock Cycle diagram on page 3. Consider how this visual helps you
understand rocks better. Then answer the questions. 

1. What kinds of rocks can become sediment? What natural processes cause these rocks to
become sediment?

2. What causes igneous rock or sedimentary rock to become metamorphic rock? 

3. Look at where igneous rock comes in the cycle. Why is fire-formed a good description for
igneous rock?

4. What is the difference between sediment and sedimentary rock?

5. Is it possible for magma to become sedimentary rock directly? Indirectly? Why or why not?

6. Why are the processes shown in the diagram described as a cycle?

Through weathering and movement, metamorphic, igneous, and sedimentary rocks all can be
broken down into sediment.

ROCKS  12© KIDS DISCOVER

Magma, or molten rock, does not become sedimentary rock directly, but in the rock cycle the
minerals of magma may eventually be found in sedimentary rock. Sedimentary rock is formed

from smaller pieces of already formed rock. 

The diagram shows that heat and pressure combine to change sedimentary and igneous
rocks into metamorphic rocks.

A cycle describes a circular process. The process of rock formation is circular, meaning 
minerals can pass through every stage or phase repeatedly.

Sediment is tiny pieces of broken rock and minerals. Sedimentary rock is formed when 
sediment gets settled and pressed tightly together. 

Igneous rock results from the cooling and crystallization of molten rock, or magma. It takes
great heat to melt rock into magma, so fire-formed is appropriate.

 


